Zeutra Consulting
Data Migration Services

A Complete Migration Solution
At Zeutra, we utilise a robust end-to-end migration methodology assisted
by an integrated toolset to ensure we reduce complexity and provide

“Zeutra are experienced and
engaged professionals who will go
the extra mile to deliver, not only

on time and within budget, but also
with quality!”

early, tangible benefits to our clients. Our consultants, having direct

- Dennis Van Bregt,

experience of numerous large-scale global SAP and Dynamics AX

Director MDM EMEA,

implementations, are versed in best practice migration strategies to help

Univar 2010-2013

you avoid the pitfalls often found in data migration projects. With Zeutra,
you get a client-focussed approach from individuals who know data and
understand the real-life problems that managing data within an
organisation can bring.

“Zeutra understand data quickly
and using their toolset are quickly
able to build out a robust staged
approach to data migration. I

Our services extend through the whole lifecycle of the migration,

definitely want to work with these

including initial data discovery, profiling and data quality, through to data

guys again !”

cleansing, target system mapping, data transformation, validation and

- Gary Eaves,

loading of data. Our iterative approach ensures you migrate the best
quality of data available and that your go-live will hold no surprises!

ERP Program Director,
Dentsu-Aegis Network 2013-2015

The benefits...


Profiling and data quality
reporting.



Automated direct access
to many legacy database
systems.



Integrated target system
mapping.



Iterative, non-invasive
approach with target
system pre-validations.



Best practice migration
strategies.

About Zeutra
Consulting
Founded in 2011, Zeutra

Consulting is a
specialised data
consultancy, focusing on
large scale ERP
deployments, data

Our Migration Methodology
At Zeutra we understand the importance of not only providing a technical
solution for data migration but we also ensure that business stakeholders
appreciate the data migration life cycle. We aim to guide all stakeholders on the
data migration journey by following a proven structure project methodology to
ensure clarity, quality and accuracy at all stages of the project.
Our methodology can be adapted and aligned to wider ERP programme
methodologies to ensure consistent delivery.

migration, data
integration, data quality &
profiling and data
governance projects.

Zeutra has migrated data

Each stage has clear deliverables and is supported by our migration toolset to
ensure we remain on track. At Zeutra we take the unknown out of data migration
and support the wider programme work-streams to ensure success.

on Pan-European and
Global ERP programmes
working across business
areas including HR,
Payroll, OTC, PTP, RTR,
and MM.

Iterative Migration Methodology

Our data migration approach is iterative in nature and gives you early
visibility of data quality issues so that you have the maximum chance of
resolving these ahead of your go-live. This approach also allows you to
gather metrics around data quality improvement through each phase of the
load cycle.
Our software and methodology combine to facilitate configurable numbers of
loads prior to system go-live, which provides multiple opportunities for
feedback and fine tuning while data cleanse and even project template
configuration are moving. This allows us to give measurable feedback on
data quality and suitability against the latest ERP target system
configuration.

Our Team
Zeutra Consulting is a
specialised data consultancy,
formed from a team of IT
professionals with over 50
years combined proven
experience across a wide
variety of industry sectors,
such as Formula 1, Retail,
Media, Manufacturing,
Migration Portal Technology

Distribution and Software
Development.

Migration Toolset

Each of our consultants has

Our toolset consists of a robust set of the latest industry-proven

extensive experience in the

technologies, including Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Data Quality

areas of data migration,

Services and Microsoft Master Data Services, integrated via our own

migration project management,

proprietary software. With this suite of tools we are capable of facilitating

data analysis, data integration,

data cleansing, harmonisation, governance and migration either in

database design, data quality

bespoke units or as part of a complete data migration/quality project.

and governance, gained over
many years in industry.

Automated data extraction, profiling & quality checks
Our proprietary software can connect securely to all major databases and
file formats and facilitates pain-free extraction of data from source
systems. Data extracts can also be scheduled to run at specific times and
frequencies without the need for human interaction. Secure storage and

access to this data is then handled by the tool-set.
Automatic profiling of data along with configurable data quality checks are
also available at point of extraction, providing a wealth of information on
the quality and cleanliness of your source data.

Non-invasive data-readiness checks
Data-readiness checks prior to consumption by target load programs are
also available as standard. These checks ensure data adheres to
standard formatting rules as well as to target system configuration.
Additional data readiness checks can be configured.
All of these validation steps ensure that your data is clean and “load-

ready”, reducing delays in the overall load process, and providing agile
feedback on the quality of your load data.

Contact Us
Get in touch for more
information about our
services.
info@zeutra.com
Visit us on the web at
www.zeutra.com

